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Mission Global Continues Rapid Growth with Hiring of 
Aaron Scott Taylor as Compliance Officer 

 
Well-Regarded Compliance Professional Brings Valuable Experience to New Position  

 
DENVER, Colo. (April 6, 2016) — Mission Global, a mortgage services due diligence business and affiliate 
of Mission Capital Advisors, today announced that Aaron Scott Taylor has joined the firm as compliance 
officer. Taylor will report to A. Dennis Zehnle, chief operating officer of Mission Global, and will be 
responsible for advising the company’s management and staff on new and changing regulatory risks.  
 
In his new role, Taylor will provide insight on all consumer state and federal laws and regulations 
governing real estate lending. 
 
“Mission Global is a single-source solution for institutional lenders and regulatory compliance is one of 
the vital services we provide to the industry,” said Dennis Zehnle, executive vice president of Mission 
Global. “Aaron is an excellent fit for this role, and we’re confident that he will deliver immediate value 
to our client base.”  
 
In addition to closely tracking consumer laws and regulations, Taylor will work closely with the firm’s 
various business units to implement new proprietary systems and software in response to required 
changes of law related to due diligence processes. He will also serve as Mission Global’s industry liaison, 
working with outside counsel and other industry groups such as the Mortgage Bankers Association and 
SFIG. 
 
Prior to joining Mission Global, Taylor held similar positions at Clayton Holdings and Promontory 
Financial Group, where he consistently tracked new rules and policies applying to the mortgage 
industry, such as the Dodd Frank Act and other prominent regulatory matters. 
 
“This is an exciting opportunity that will allow me to utilize my previous compliance experience to aid 
the impressive group of clients that are serviced by Mission Global’s seasoned group of industry 
professionals,” said Taylor. “I look forward to settling into this new role, and I’m eager to make an 
immediate impact on Mission Global’s operations.”  
 
Taylor earned his Juris Doctorate from The John Marshall Law School in Chicago, IL and a Bachelor of 
Arts in Sociology from The University of North Carolina at Wilmington. Taylor also holds a specialty in 
Elder Law, a Mediation certification, and has studied at universities in Argentina, Australia, Denmark, 
England, Germany and Scotland.  
 



 

 

About Mission Global, LLC 
Mission Global, LLC has been formed to unite the capabilities of Mission Capital mortgage services 
business with the extensive due diligence services and experience of Global Financial Review, to create a 
single source solution for investors.  Mission Global services will now include data integrity review, 
collateral document review and cure, curative title work, agency delivery and trade support, due 
diligence and securitization support, regulatory compliance, origination support, re-underwriting, and 
forensic reviews.  For more information, visit www.missionglobal.com. 
 

http://www.missionglobal.com/

